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Should he pass unscathed through the constant yet capricious menace of an engagement, he
ascribes his luck to supernatural protection. As the English troops were passing through Hornu,
near Mons, a young Belgian lady took a rosary from her neck and gave it to Private Eves of the
West Riding Regiment, telling him to wear it as a protection against the bullets of the Germans.
Eves, a non-Catholic Northumbrian, wore the rosary during the battle of Mons. The air was thick
with shells and machine-gun bullets, he says, and how I escaped I don t know. A shell burst close to
me. A piece of it struck my ammunition band and bent five cartridges out of shape; but I escaped
with only a bruise on the chest. I always say this rosary had something to do with it. Many stories of
the like might be told. A driver of the Royal Field Artillery says: I think I owe all my luck to a mascot
which I carry in my knapsack. It is a beautiful...
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This pdf is worth buying. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way in fact it is merely following i
finished reading this publication through which really altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Linwood Lehner  IV-- Dr . Linwood Lehner  IV

The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III--  Dr . Cor die Upton III
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